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Scan 
here to

give
 today! 

As a child, I enjoyed playing with dominoes by setting

them up in elaborate designs so that I could tip over the

first one and watch as the rest of them cascaded down in a

poetic motion.  Each domino was propelled from behind

and pushed the domino in front.  This wasn’t just a

moment I was watching; it was a movement where every

domino played its part of receiving from one and giving to

another.  This is what produces the awe factor for the

onlooker; it’s not one independent domino falling over; it’s

the relational proximity of one domino to another that

causes this beautiful chain reaction.  

ABC-MI is committed to training up and releasing an

empowered group of people who live their life in proximity

with someone who needs the saving power of Jesus Christ

in their life.  Our goal is to see a movement happen in our

state and beyond where disciples are making disciples

who are making disciples.  Your mission dollars given

through the Region Offering help ensure that we can

provide training opportunities and coaching for people

who want nothing more than to lay down their life for

Jesus and embrace His call to make disciples of all

nations.  Together, we can be that elaborate set of

dominoes that are moving together for the sake of bearing

witness to the Gospel of Jesus Christ.  Together, we can

reach more and train more.  Please consider how you

might give an offering to help see a multiplication of

disciple-makers raised up in our ABC-MI region.  
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 Then Jesus came to them

and said, “All authority in

heaven and on earth has

been given to me.  Therefore

go and make disciples of all

nations, baptizing them in

the name of the Father and

of the Son and of the Holy

Spirit,  and teaching them to

obey everything I have

commanded you. And surely I

am with you always, to the

very end of the age.” 

Matthew 28:18-20
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